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CAN THE UN BUILD A PEACEFUL WORLD?
Uniting for Peace hosted a UN Symposium on “Can UN Build a Peaceful
Back page – before the last section
World” on 12th October 2017 at Hilton London Euston. The Symposium
was attended by over 110 people and addressed by distinguished
speakers. The event was ably chaired by Rita Payne, President Emeritus,
Commonwealth Journalists Association.

UNITING FOR PEACE AGM AND SPRING CONFERENCE 2018
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Theme:
Below is a summary of the speeches given
by the speakers:

“Building Citizen Power for Change”

Fabian Hamilton MP, Labour Shadow Peace and Disarmament Minister,
started his talk by saying at present, there is no such post as 'Minister for
A Panel of Distinguished Speakers will Discuss this Theme. [Details – see UfP Website]
Peace'. He went to the conference on UN Treaty on the Prohibition of
Nuclear Weapons. US and UK Ambassador were against the treaty. Fabian
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World peace is not a utopian dream. It can be realised by overcoming forces of destruction, violence and warmongering.
Uniting for Peace, incorporating Action for UN Renewal and World Disarmament Campaign, is a civil society organisation
helping to do just that.
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Editorial February 2018
With the start of the new year, tensions, turmoil, chaos and confrontation are
steadily increasing across the globe, especially between US-North Korea, Saudi
Arabia-Iran, China-Japan, West-Russia, any of which can trigger into a major
war in the new future. Also, Trump's rejection of international cooperation
weakens global stability.
After the steady decline in conflict since the end of the Cold War, the numbers
of wars have increased from 31 to 40 since 2010. So has number of battle
deaths tripled since 2003 and are up by 27% in 2016 alone, according to the
Global Peace Index. Much of the conflict today is in the 'arc of crisis' from
Afghanistan to Iraq, Syria and Yemen, where fighting tends to cross borders
and afflict neighbouring countries. These Middle East conflicts have far wider
consequences, sparking violent, extremist and terrorist acts across the world.
This dangerous global situation poses a strong challenge to the Peace
Movement.

Uniting for Peace contributes to building positive peace to counteract these
ongoing tensions.
It is embarking on an ambitious programme in 2018 which will include AGM
and Spring Conference on 10 March 2018 on “Can We Unite for Peace –
Building Citizen Power for Change” (see back page) and a UN Symposium on
“Moving Towards a New UN”, followed by an annual conference in the
Parliament on “Building Peace in a World of Competing Powers (US –
RUSSIA – CHINA)” Beside these, Uniting for Peace will have a stall at Labour
Party Conference, 23rd to 26th September 2018 in Liverpool.
Uniting for Peace is heavily invested in peace activism and building a future
generation of peace leaders. We welcome support and donations from our
members and especially, please join us for these important events promoting
peace and justice.
Vijay Mehta [Ufp Chair] and Brian Cooper [ UfP Co-ordinator]

Labour Party Conference, Brighton 2017
The 2017 Labour Party Conference was an exciting occasion, with large
numbers of new and young members making it the most lively for some years.
Uniting for Peace contributed to the occasion with its stall, shared as usual with
Labour Action for Peace (LAP). A great team promoted the message of peace,
by talking to delegates and visitors, by collecting signatures to a petition on
the current state of the world vis-a-vis nuclear weapons, and simply by wearing
T-shirts with the Rainbow Peace Flag. The petition covered the good news and
the bad: the recently signed Nuclear Weapon Ban Treaty; and the US/North
Korea nuclear stand-off. LAP produced a postcard with a short quiz, which
turned out to be a very effective educational tool. Beyond the nuclear threat,
literature on the arms trade and other peace issues was distributed, and our
Chair, Vijay Mehta, sold some copies of his book Peace beyond Borders. A
background to the stall was provided by a rolling video display of Britain's 100
years of war, while the fact that Tuesday 26 September was the UN Day for the
Total Abolition of Nuclear Weapons was flagged up throughout that day.
FRANK JACKSON, UfP VICE-PRESIDENT

Continued from front page- Can UN Build a Peaceful World?
Breines Ingeborg, Former Director of UNESCO, spoke of need to make peace
central to what UN does. She said, there are three challenges: climate, weapons
and wealth gap. There is a building up of ‘fear of others’ and militarisation but
these cannot promote peace. According to Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI) military spending has reached $1.7 trillion per year
worldwide, which is vastly more than UN budget (which is meant to keep
peace). So we have to change mindset. Hardly anything in the UN Development Goals about disarmament. Legal arms should be added to illegal as
requiring reduction. There should be a declaration for ‘The right to peace’
“Down with the weapons’ saying we should develop “an active disgust for war”,
again the “big capitalistic powers.” League of Nations created out of disgust for
war but failed. The UN needs us it mustn’t fail or we’ll get World War 3. United
Nations headquarters and banks are on the other side of Atlantic but their
agencies over here. Pakistan had taken funding for education & given it to
elites, so poor suffered very poor education. The Preamble to the Constitution
of UNESCO declares that "since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the
minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed". It is meant to
promote peace through culture, imagine if it had the recourses to do this. We
have a strong Sec. Gen. insisting on prevention; working for prevention which
costs less & has less suffering. Let’s move the money from the military to
meeting needs of people for prevention. We need a vision of the world we
want to see & UN can provide this. ‘Humanistic' is about providing needs of
people while ‘humanitarian' is about trying to deal with problem when it’s
happened (firefighting). We need to find root cause of the problems. We need
to close down NATO because of this idea of building up enemies. Rediscover
solidarity through a culture of peace (UNESCO)
Vijay Mehta, Author and Chair of Uniting for Peace, said that UN Represents
our multilateral needs for peace. It has many agencies that do a tremendous
amount of good work but no longer fulfils its intention to save the world from
the scourge of war. The right wing thinks it should be got rid of, others think it
a front
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to delude the world for the benefit of the permanent members, who are the
biggest sellers of arms and warmongers. Coca Cola & Pepsi employ more
people that the UN. It needs funding in a much better way to increase its soft
power. Security council is unrepresentative, so we should widen its membership and abolish the veto power. Power of General Assembly should be
enhanced. Britain should be a voice for peace. Threats worldwide are
increasing so we need UN more than ever. It benefits the world, so you can help
by joining the UN or Uniting for Peace. Be a diplomat and change the world. A
reformed UN can create the reality of peace.
Frank Jackson, Vice President of Uniting for Peace, said, war starts in the minds
of ‘SOME’ men! Einstein said, “In the nuclear age everything changes except the
minds of men”. NPT can be said to have been remarkably successful; only 4 new
members not anticipated 30. There are now 9 nuclear powers. We have to
make sure the ban treaty doesn’t go the same way at the NPT. It will come into
force after 50 signatories & ratifications (which is much more longwinded).
There will be a high-level UN conference on nuclear weapons in 2018. More
info from ICAN website.
Luke Addison, PeaceJam and Rotaract, said I’ve been brought in to encourage
young people to get involved. 2 years ago invited to take part in Model UN
through Rotaract (Rotary for young people). You have to represent another
country with major problems. Very good for understanding other countries &
their issues. 182 countries wanted to end blockade of Cuba against 2; US &
Israel! If this is a global democracy of the world how come 5 permanent
members of security council hold the power? A lot of the work was vetoed but
that was part of the learning curve. It shows what is being done by young
people to help. Can the UN create a peaceful world? Only with us & our
grass-root work can it help.
The event was a success and ended with a vibrant Q/A session and networking
among different delegates.
This report and photos are also available on Uniting for Peace website
www.unitingforpeace.com
Report prepared by Anthony Russell, UfP Committee Member

Life Remembered – Sir Brian Barder KCMG
former diplomat; blogger, commentator and author.

We are really very sad to announce the death of Sir Brian Barder on September
19th. On a number of occasions he was one of the speakers in Putney and
Roehampton Branch UNA and shared platform with Vijay Mehta, Chair of
Uniting for Peace. He was always interested in the work for the UNA and other
peace organisations including Uniting for Peace. Over the years he became a
friend and most of all will be remembered, not just as a deeply committed
political activist, but mainly for his wisdom, his good humour and his kindness.
Brian was British Ambassador to Ethiopia, Poland and Bénin and High Commissioner to Nigeria and Australia. He served in the UK Mission to the United
Nations in New York, in Moscow and Canberra and the FCO's West African and
Southern African Departments.
After retirement Sir Brian served as a founder member of the Special Immigration Appeals Commission, on the Commonwealth Observer Mission at Namibia's first elections, as a consultant in diplomatic training in east and central
Europe, on the Committee for Speech and Debate of the English Speaking
Union, as a Chair of the Civil and Diplomatic Services' Selection Boards, and on
the Board of Governors of the Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability in London.
He was an Honorary Visiting Fellow in the Department of Politics and International Relations at the University of Leicester. His book What Diplomats Do was
published in 2014.

Continued from front page- WORLD RELIGIONS FOR PEACE
He describes his work across the globe and locally in Hampshire, including
identifying the valuable recourses religious groups have for advancing the
cause of peace. There’s little understanding of the need for inter-faith
peace-building between states as well as within states. There were now more
identity-based conflicts but that issues were complex, often around power and
control rather than purely religious issues. Migration had become a real
difficulty for community cohesion, where religions can seen a barrier to social
integration. Multi-faith work helps to combat radicalisation and negative
narratives. Working in Myanmar had shown how easily religions could be
manipulated for violence. Finally he asked how one could accept the religions
of others, while remaining true to one’s own?
Imam Monawar Hussain of The Oxford Foundation said he had established
the foundation in 2009, particularly working with young people, highlighting
early problems with language and use of religion to support political ends. First
priority was always to challenge extremism through ‘uniting for peace’ with
other Faiths to share in a religious service format. Their educational model
defines Islam bases on three interconnected approaches; Submission, faith and
beauty. Beauty he defined as ‘doing the beautiful’ and living in harmony. He
felt an increase sense that young Muslims feels comfortable both as Muslims
and as British.
Dr. Marcus Braybrooke - President, World Congress of Faiths said we can’t
leave it to religious leaders and talked of ‘Breaking down walls’ of misunderstanding and separation. He concentrated on the need for personal commitment and appreciating the walls within our own hearts; how St Paul had said
Jesus came to ‘break down the walls between Jews and Gentiles’ and how
those of faith needed to do same. We should challenge all that is exclusive
within religion and recognise that the more we’re open to other faiths, the
more our understanding is increased. Shared prayer, for example, is so powerful in bringing people together and then how important it was to smile and
greet strangers as a great way to start the process towards a world without
walls.
Anna Lubelska, the founder and coordinator of the Peaceful Schools
Movement said there was positive developments and identified a lot of work
on peace in schools in the UK. The movement was about to publish a book
called; ‘How to be a Peaceful School’, on an understanding of ‘peace’
not as that of oppression but of respect, faithfulness, compassion and harmony. Schools also had wider social orbits and spoke of a perceptible global desire
for change. The four levels of their approach were; promoting peaceful individuals, then relationships, then the whole school community and finally peace in
the world. Anna also highlighted three types of initiative.

Almost until the end,
Brian stayed connected
with the world through
his blog and emails, never
seemingly
losing his
optimism.
His wife, Jane, wrote “his
last days were pain free
and his death was
peaceful;
he just drifted off after a long sleep. Virginia, Louise and Owen (our children)
were with us.”
Bob Knowles wrote in The Times, that Sir Brian Barder, whether as an Ambassador defying protocol on behalf of starving Ethiopians or as a Member of Special
Immigration Appeals Commission refusing to accept unexplained preventive
detention imposed on asylum seekers, Brian Barder was the defender of the
underdog. (Obituary 12 October, 2017, The Times)
by Rob Storey (Chair of Putney and Roehampton Branch UNA)
There was the secular approach of ‘values based education’, as advocated by Sue
Webb but generated through a consultation process with pupils and teachers.
Then the inter-faith approach, finding the common truth at the core of different
religions, such as the reciprocity of the shared Golden Rule. Finally the overtly
religious approach, with initiatives such as the Peace Garden and emotional
support to promote peace.
Natubhai Shah, as the chair and CEO of The Jain Network, reminded the conference that we were of course talking to the ‘converted’ and that Egoism has
caused all the problems of the world. The wisdom of the founders of religions
had come from knowledge through contemplation. The media has changed the
way we think and the values of religions have lost out. So that discipline and
respect are in decline. Jainism believed in ‘Honour to the people who are trying
to conquer themselves’, with a profound commitment to nonviolence and
reverence for all life, calmness of self and inner change. Attacking others was a
violence to oneself. Peace was more than the absence of war or even of conflict
and suffering. It was a state of mind that can be cultivated with the help of
regular practical exercises to conquer oneself.
Vijay Mehta, the chair of Uniting for Peace, addressed the conference on
Hinduism’s vision for peace, as about oneness with all being including God and
nature. Importantly in this world of confused messages and conflicting
identities, he stated Hinduism’s belief in only one spiritual reality; the ‘being’ of
all beings; that of consciousness and bliss. Though very religiously diverse, the
vast population of India basically gets along, with the understanding that there
are many paths but only one truth. Gandhi appreciated that all religions were
helpful to each other, increasing understanding and cooperation. Vijay believed
the idea of nonviolence came from religion. Violence comes from the seed of
hate and prejudice, where only ‘base minds’ believe in the illusion of division.
‘The World is one family’ and inner peace comes from within. Can religion bring
peace? The Hindu ethos peace comes from within. Can religion bring peace?
The Hindu ethos accepts the difference of others. It took Wilberforce and his
supporters 40 years of struggle to abolish slavery and some deviousness
(offering MPs free tickets to the Derby so they missed parliamentary votes!) We
should pledge to end wars and especially religious justification for them. We
need more inner faith so lets do it - now! The questions from the floor represented a broad range of concerns about religions in general and the doctrines of
each in particular. The interfaith conference provided an excellent opportunity
for networking with people from different faiths and religious bodies for peace
building.
This report, photos and the event film are also available on Uniting for Peace
website www.unitingforpeace.com
Report prepared by Anthony Russell, UfP Committee Member
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Designing The Purposeful World – A Brief Review By The Author Clive Wilson
The full title of this publication “Designing the Purposeful World – the
Sustainable Development Goals as a blueprint for humanity” is deliberate.
I was inspired in December when I first read the draft for the UN Sustainable Development Goals during my Christmas break. The world being
described for the 2030 time horizon was exactly the one I held in my heart
and mind’s eye. I had just finished writing “Designing the Purposeful
Organization” and had mused in the final chapter that the principles
outlined in the body of the text could very easily be applied to the whole
world. There are eight principles in all and the first two are purpose and
vision. It seemed to me that world leaders at the UN had amazingly
described a very plausible and inspiring vision at the 2030 time horizon
and this was my call to write a sequel. In my new book, I use a very similar
construct, taking the reader (chapter by chapter) through eight robust
“conditions” for success – explaining them in the context of global sustainability. I was also particularly inspired by Al Gore’s “Reasons for Hope”
which explain how climate change is being mitigated and I have therefore
offered a “Reasons
hope”
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Clive Wilson
from lesser known ordinary people doing amazing things for our world.
The book is a call to action for every one of us to engage with the world
around us and simply follow our hearts into action in support of the world
we want to leave for future generations.
Clive Wilson is the Chair of the Harrogate branch of the United Nations
Association (UNA).
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